POSITION DESCRIPTION

Position Title

VIDEO JOURNALIST

Position No.

50041593

Team

[News, Analysis, Investigations]

Classification

[Content Maker]

Department

News

Schedule
Roster Cycle

[Schedule B]
[2 Week Rostered]

Location

Ipswich

Band / Level

[Band 3-4]

Reports to

QUEENSLAND NEWS EDITOR
30006465

HR Endorsement

11/11/2019

Purpose
Create news content for audiences in the region or across the country for all platforms.
Key Accountabilities
•

Research story material, identify suitable sources, and arrange and conduct interviews to support own and others’ output.

•

Generate suggest and develop story ideas in discussion with editor and production desk staff.

•

Initiate, produce, and present news content that is accurate and timely for all output platforms (online, radio, TV and social
media).

•

Gather and produce content in text, audio, pictorial and video form using a variety of cross platform newsgathering, editing,
filing and production systems, shooting and editing complete news packages.

•

Develop and maintain an understanding of news and current affairs issues. Broaden the ABC’s contact base and develop
relationships with key institutions and communities.

•

Adopt a flexible, collaborative approach with colleagues.

•

Contribute to effective communications with relevant desk and resources areas.

•

Actively promote the ABC values and apply all relevant workplace policies and guidelines.

•

Cooperate with any reasonable instruction, procedure or policy relating to safety and take reasonable care for your own safety
and that of other people who may be affected by your conduct while at work. Additional WHS responsibilities apply to Managers
and Supervisors, Team Directors, and other Officers.
Key Capabilities/Qualifications/Experience

1.

A self-starter with the ability to generate stories that enhance the ABC’s offering across all platforms.

2.

Broadcast journalism skills with the ability file across platforms. Experience in shooting and editing news packages or willingness
to learn.

3.

Demonstrated experience in the use of multimedia editing/production systems and the use of social media as a newsgathering
tool and to connect with audiences is desirable.

4.

An understanding of the digital news environment and experience working in a cross platform filing environment is desirable.

5.

Presentation and communication skills for multimedia programming.

6.

Able to work in the field to multiple deadlines. Current drivers licence essential.

7.

Proven ability to work collaboratively in a team environment.

8.

ABC Principles: Demonstrated commitment to the ABC Principles of We are ABC, Straight Talking, People Focused, Accountable
and Open & Transparent.

9.

ABC Policies: Understanding of the relevance and scope of ABC policies and the ABC Principles and a commitment to adhere to
these; particularly in relation to complying with health, safety and wellbeing requirements in the workplace and acting in
accordance with the ABC Principles.

10. Diversity and Inclusion: Ability to communicate effectively and build relationships with people from a range of diverse
backgrounds.
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11. Demonstrated understanding and passion to source and create authentic content which represents the broad diversity of the
Australian community, including stories that reflect a range of cultural and linguistic backgrounds and Indigenous communities
where editorially relevant.

